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Global cultural heritage is a lucrative asset. It is an important industry generating millions of jobs and billions of euros in revenue yearly. However, despite the tremendous economic and socio-cultural benefits, little attention is usually paid to its conservation and to developing innovative big-picture strategies to modernize its professional field. This perspective aims to compile some of the relevant current global needs to explore alternative ways for shaping future steps associated with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development. From this perspective, it is conceptualized how emerging artificial intelligence (AI) and digital socio-technological models of production based on democratic Peer-2-Peer (P2P) interactions can represent an alternative transformative solution by going beyond the current global communication and technical limitations in the heritage conservation community, while also providing novel digital tools to conservation practitioners, which can truly revolutionize the conservation decision-making process and improve global conservation standards.

1. Introduction

Cultural heritage refers to the legacy of tangible items (i.e., buildings, monuments, landscapes, books, textiles, paintings, or archaeological artifacts) and their intangible attributes (i.e., folklore, traditions, language, or performance arts) that are inherited from the past by a group or society and conserved for future generations due to their artistic, cultural, or historic value.[4] The act of preserving cultural heritage is known as Heritage Conservation, and it mostly focuses on doing everything possible to delay the natural laws of deterioration on tangible items to guarantee the transmission of its significant heritage messages and values for future generations. Current heritage conservation practice activities, which are mostly carried out by conservation practitioners (i.e., conservators–restorers and conservation technicians) in worldwide museums, conservation laboratories and monuments; widely involve activities such as the implementation of preventive actions (i.e., controlling the surrounding environmental conditions of items to mitigate damage), remedial activities (i.e., applying a conservation treatment to strengthen item’s properties) or the application of a restoration process to bring decayed items as nearly as possible to their former condition. Conservation scientific research activities, which are mostly carried out by conservation scientists in worldwide universities and heritage research institutions, support the conservation practice providing scientific advances in the characterization of materials, the investigation of the material’s degradation phenomena and the development of materials and technologies for their conservation and restoration.[2]

Cultural heritage represents nowadays one of the most important global industries and a substantial economic benefit for host countries, regions, and local communities. According to the latest studies made by the World Travel and Tourism Council, in 2019, cultural tourism represented 40% of all European tourism, generating 319 million jobs and producing more than 30 billion € in revenues every year.[3] Besides the economic asset and tourist attraction, cultural heritage also has a significant value as an identity factor contributing to social cohesion.[4] Despite the tremendous economic and socio-cultural benefits, little attention and investment are usually taken on its conservation and/or to develop new strategies to modernize its practice activities. Machu Picchu, Taj Mahal, Petra or Angkor, among many other monuments with irreplaceable cultural heritage significance, are currently eroding at a noticeable rate[5–8] and current global conservation activities are not completely succeeding in the implementation of quality conservation strategies to stop damage.[9] According to the latest heritage at risk report made by ICOMOS in 2020,[10] ≈65% of the world’s buildings with artistic and/or cultural interest currently present lack of maintenance and are in a poor state of conservation, which leads structures to a constant loss of its cultural,
artistic, and economic value. Such loss has drawn recently the attention of the international political community, which has recognized the need to safeguard this heritage, as represented by one of the 169 specific targets of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDG 11.4). Inadequate environmental conditions, climate change, the massification of tourism, and insufficient management and resources are nowadays the major conservation threats to World Heritage Sites.[11] Considering that the cultural tourism industry has been globally growing, at a rate of 20–25% in the last 10 years before the COVID-19 pandemic eruption,[12] added to the effect of global warming and the current high levels of pollution in urban areas, the decay of heritage items is expected to increase considerably in the next 10 years.[13–17] This rapid deterioration is expected to be even more exacerbated in developing countries since conservation activities are often carried out by inexpert and/or untrained practitioners[18] which, in several cases, can increase damage up to 50%.[19] In this context, there is a pressing need to envision innovative solutions to develop different global strategies to go beyond the current global challenges in the heritage conservation community for better conservation outcomes and to continue enjoying the tremendous economic benefits derived from heritage more efficiently and sustainably for the benefit of global future generations.

On the other hand, cultural heritage conservation can also serve as a worldwide economic driving force, but especially in economically and socially marginalized communities in developing countries since it helps to generate local jobs, creation of opportunities for income-generation and jobs (especially for youth and women), better learning opportunities for all, reducing inequality between social status or communities, improving professional competitiveness in skilled jobs and promoting cooperation between stakeholders and professional entities, increase tourism, and improve the quality visitor experience.[20] Besides the economic growth in developing countries, cultural heritage conservation enables sustainable development by enhancing the inhabitants’ sense of identity, feeling of connection, and improves people’s well-being.[21]

This communication aims to assemble some of the current global challenges in heritage conservation and propose an alternative paradigm for shaping future steps associated with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

2. Global Challenges Ahead in Heritage Conservation

2.1. Analysis of the Heritage Conservation Scientific Data

The ability to uncover insights and trends in large amounts of data has been around since ancient times. Ancient Egyptians used the analysis of data to increase efficiency in tax collection or accurately predict the flooding of the river Nile every year.[22] However, data science, or "big data analysis," has especially emerged in the last decade as a key new area of study having a tremendous impact in other scientific areas such as biology, medicine, or the development of smart-green cities, which is able to extract new value from large complex unstructured data coming from differences sources.[23–25] The interest to study heritage materials is an old field of research, which started back in the XIX century where scientists such as Michael Faraday (1791–1867),[26] Friedrich W. Rathgen (1862–1942),[27] or A. W. von Hofmann (1818–1892)[28] had already drawn the attention to the study of the degradation phenomenon of heritage materials. However, to date, there has not been a single work on any macro-perspective analysis or data science applied to the understanding and management of the conservation data from heritage. This is surprising especially for three reasons: i) studies of the heritage conservation are incredibly data-rich and spread in a vast number of sources; ii) current research is still progressing without macro-perspective directions; iii) most excellent scientific findings lack nowadays the adequate dissemination and are rarely transferred into practice.

I believe that, at this point, heritage conservation data requires the appropriate analysis in order to derive meaningful information crucial to help scientists and conservation research institutions to find new key areas of research and optimize research activities. At this point, should the emphasis of heritage conservation be placed on the development of new materials and new application procedures? Are most of the damage mechanisms already precisely understood and linked to visible decay patterns? Has there been significant uncover work that needs to be transferred to real practice? Have similar studies obtained similar results? Are the techniques and methods for evaluating heritage materials and decay processes accessible to conservation practitioners and is this methodology universally accepted by the scientific community? Can this methodology and findings be implemented by conservation practitioners also in developing countries? Does science need to provide more research to evaluate the long-term durability of treatments? etc. In this light, I believe there is an urgent need to analyze the existing scientific data before continuing with more incremental research data to evaluate the direction in which research has been progressing and whether or not the current direction is proving fruitful.

But, how can we tackle such complex and macro-spectical analysis? Big data technologies (software and data warehouse), together with the increased use of cloud-based, high-performance computing (algorithms), and artificial intelligence (AI), can create new opportunities for data analysis with tremendous benefits to any multidisciplinary and data-rich fields as health,[29] history,[30] or even heritage conservation.[31] However, although these big data technologies could be very useful to extract unknown correlations, detect hidden patterns, detect areas of overproduction, areas that lack research or help us to obtain similarities or differences on similar projects,[32] those algorithms have currently difficulties to establishing qualitative analyses to highlight crucial findings, which can help us answer the mentioned questions; especially considering diverse and complex environments,[33–36] such as the conservation of cultural heritage, which requires frequently the consensus/input of professionals with very different angles based on diverse expertise, context, and environments. Moreover, considering that the big data analysis is usually carried out by only one researcher or by a selected group of experts, this analysis has been found to be highly unconsciously biased by the researcher’s previous experience/scientific position and often this big data analysis is not unanimously accepted on multidisciplinary environments involving different fields, academic positions, and research interests.[37–39] So, how can we provide
the first step to create a summary of the conservation existing scientific findings that could be accepted consensually by both its scientific and practice community?

### 2.2. Reduce Inequalities: Bridge the Gap between Developed and Developing Countries

Scientific journals are still nowadays the principal channel for disseminating research results across the global scientific community. However, access to those scientific journals is highly expensive and also restricted to some developing countries, which is called by UNESCO “the information gap.” In the developed world, the majority of research institutions and universities provide their scientists with unlimited updated online access to most scientific journals. However, in developing countries, where most conservation is needed, most research institutions cannot afford them and scientists suffer from a serious lack of access to advanced and up-to-date peer-reviewed scholarly literature. A World Health Organization (WHO) survey conducted in 2000 reported that >65% of research institutions in developing countries have no subscription to any international scientific journals. Another relevant survey published in Nature revealed that only eight nations in the world produce 85% of total publications globally. Unfortunately, this isolation is unconsciously promoted by developed-country scientists who are usually encouraged and expected to publish research in “high profile” journals to increase competitiveness. This, in turn, facilitates access to further research funding, but this also further accentuates the information gap between developed and developing countries. If such asymmetry in research output and access to up-to-date information remains a characteristic of the scientific world, then conservation practitioners and scientists in developing countries will remain isolated and their work will continue to have an important lack of updated technical expertise, which will affect directly the conservation of their cultural heritage. In this light, further initiatives in conservation should aim, as much as possible, to promote open-science and provide a better, wider, and more equal access to knowledge.

### 2.3. Increase the Synergetic Exchange of Knowledge between Science and Practice: Promoting Interdisciplinary

It is widely accepted within the heritage conservation community that there is a considerable gap between science and practice. Closing this gap has been the theme of several conferences, books, and international debates. There are many reasons why this gap exists. First, a high number of papers published by conservation scientists in scientific journals are seldom read outside of the academic world and there are few incentives for researchers to bring their science into practice. On the other hand, conservation practitioners rarely publish and/or document any of their field/hands-on experiences and experiments in a manner that can meaningfully inform conservation scientists. Other reasons, such as the lack of access to scientific literature (high cost of journals, as previously mentioned), the fact that each field has different professional goals and the limited relevance of conservation practitioners in the decision-making process when developing multidisciplinary projects, are factors that really exacerbate the divide. This is obviously added to a fear of a critical analysis at all levels of the conservation theory and practice by both sides. Additionally, since conservation science is a relatively new discipline, most conservation scientists are trained in one of the natural sciences (e.g., physics, chemistry, or engineering) who specialized in heritage conservation directly through employment or personal interest in cultural heritage. They publish most of their findings in scientific journals specialized in other disciplines, where practitioners have usually no connection to them and/or have no technical knowledge to correctly extract the information they need from them. During the last decade, new digital professional networks (mostly LinkedIn, Academia, and Research Gate) have improved interdisciplinary global interactions between conservation peers, and are currently used as the main digital communication medium between conservation professionals outside main international heritage organizations (i.e., ICON: Institute for Conservation; AIC: American Institute for Conservation; ECCO: European Confederation of Conservator-Restorers’ Organizations; ENCORE: European Network for Conservation-Restoration Education; ICOM-CC: International Council of Museums; IIC: International Institute for Conservation; and ICOMOS: International Council on Monuments and Sites). However, although those networks are very effective platforms to share new research and new published experiences, neither of them allows high levels of user’s interaction in order to create discussion/dialogue on research outputs or consensually organize and summarize findings to create new knowledge. Additionally, they barely allow documenting any unpublished experiences of remarkable observations obtained by practitioners (or scientists) on their hands-on experience in a manner that can be useful to other heritage professionals. In this context, it is clear that new strategies are needed to create a greater synergy between science and practice.

### 2.4. Document, Transmit, and Preserve the Current Knowledge Contained in Practice Activities

Conservation practice activities carried out by practitioners are highly observational, “knowledge gained by experience” and require a high level of manual dexterity for the use of tools and analytical methods. Furthermore, success or failure in practice activities are traditional methods passed from generation to generation, such as the Mughal-era tile conservation method in India or earthen architectural conservation skills in Mali, which present the serious risk to disappear without being properly documented. In this context, global conservation online forums within international heritage organizations currently provide the main communication vehicle where practitioners can organize in professional groups based on their expertise to share knowledge and create discussion on specific topics. However, although those conventional digital forums are effective as a knowledge-sharing vehicle, this conventional way of professional interactions do not allow...
users to document, organize into categories, and summarize experience and knowledge that can create new added value. This is added to other factors such as the lack of open-access accessibility to those forums (membership) and that rarely contemplate accessible video tutorials to stimulate training for other professionals.

2.5. Create a More Participatory System to Understand and Disseminate the Current Scientific Knowledge

“Dissemination of research ensures that research communities are able to build on existing knowledge, highlight new discoveries, and do not duplicate efforts in either research or implementation” (UNESCO, 2008). The amount of currently available heritage scientific data is overwhelming. The conservation science field, as in other scientific fields, went from a significant lack of data to a data deluge in just 30 years. Large heritage research databases exist (e.g., AATA, JTOR, or ICOMOS library) at different scales, but can conservation scientists efficiently track this large amount of unstructured new data? And, are the most remarkable findings really reaching the practitioners? In reality, few researches are properly disseminated beyond academia to make a real impact in the practical field. However, even when research is accordingly disseminated through professional platforms (e.g., Research-gate or Academia), indexed in online repositories (e.g., Scopus or Web of Science), presented in heritage recognized conferences (e.g., ICOM-CC or IIC) and included in heritage digital libraries, due to the high complexity of the conservation field, it is difficult to establish reliable comparisons among current research and data. I have to constantly face this complexity in my professional scientific field. For example, one of my current research interests studies the consolidation effectiveness of nanolime when applied to a historic structure. However, its effectiveness has been discovered to be influenced by many factors such as its concentration, solvent, application method, amount of product applied, application procedure, crystallinity, size and surface area of the nanolime particle, type of substrate, product storage time, pore size distribution, and mineralogical composition of the substrate or relative humidity conditions during the curing time.

This wide range of variables makes it extremely difficult to draw accurate and reliable comparisons among current research findings, which often requires a personal communication (e.g., videoconference meetings, phone calls, or emails) between involved scientists to draw common conclusions on specific topics. Conventional mentioned e-libraries and networks allow the visualization of our new research findings, but do not allow us high levels of user’s coordination in order to discuss, compare, and classify while building on a commonly agreed shared knowledge for the benefit of other scientists and the practice.

2.6. Assist Global Practitioners with Tools to Enhance Their Conservation Activities

According to a well-known work carried out by the heritage architect J. Fidler in 2005, about 60% of global conservation and maintenance activities are nowadays carried out by inexpert and/or untrained practitioners, which in several cases, can increase damage up to 50%, especially in developing countries. This is obviously the result of the mentioned high complexity of the heritage conservation field, the importance of the practitioners’ skills and experience and the lack of a consensus scientific knowledge to support practice activities. One of the most difficult tasks that practitioners face in their activities is the identification of decay patterns and the decision about what type of protective treatment should be applied based on the huge complex context (type of substrate, material’s properties, decay processes involved, and compatible products), which requires a comprehensive study. However, in practical cases, decisions about interventions are usually left to the last possible moment and sometimes they are made without a thorough study. In this context, there is an urgent need to develop new strategies to organize, summarize, and disseminate existing knowledge that could assist practitioners (conservation encyclopedia) during their decision-making process on the field.

3. The Possible Way Forward: A Paradigm Shift to Overcome Current Limitations in Heritage Conservation Based on the Commons-Based Peer Production Model (CBPP)

CBPP is a term coined by Harvard Law School professor Yochai Benkler, which describes a model of socio-economic production in which large numbers of people work cooperatively for common benefits, especially over the internet. This new model has been previously described by Prof. Elinor Ostrom (Nobel Prize Winner in Economics for her analysis of economic governance, especially the commons, 2009) who claimed at her well-known communication at Science that these Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks were a promising strategy for addressing several contemporary professional problems as they stimulate dialogue among peers which favors consensus, connects millions of users from all over the world and creates new shared value. One of the major characteristics of these commons-based peer production communities is its usually nonprofit scope, open-access aim, reduced hierarchy among peers, and that participation is mostly voluntary based on the complementary professional expertise of their users who work together to create new common shared value in an ecosystem of cooperation where all can benefit from it.

Over the last 10 years, studies on P2P networks have enjoyed a meteoric rise. This new model of production seems to be a prevailing driving force in Europe and grasped already the attention of the European Commission (EC), which funded several initiatives (mostly around Culture) to study the transformative potential these convening practices might have toward the improvement of economic dynamics and working and living conditions in Europe. This new socio-technological model is clearly expected to fully flourish in this following decade and is expected to create new models of production, novel forms of society, and innovative social aggregation for community shared benefits.
4. Conclusions and Outlook

4.1. The Transformative Potential of CBPP in Heritage Conservation

I believe that this new way of production could represent a transformative solution to go beyond our conventional working method and to solve some of the current global challenges in heritage conservation since it could allow heritage professionals, from all over the world, to organize into digital communities and cooperatively and horizontally work to create a completely new shared value. These digital communities can be specifically created to document, exchange, transmit skills; preserve unpublished remarkable conservation practice observations or organize current knowledge (e.g., Wikipedia). I specifically hypothesize that, inspired by the Wikipedia initiative, the heritage conservation community could create similar initiatives to organize current scientific knowledge in a wiki-like conservation encyclopedia. This initiative could provide a solution to tackle the complex and macroscopical analysis of the current large and unstructured scientific knowledge. This is because of the nature of content production in these types of platforms. Since content is constantly created and self-controlled by the complementary and multidisciplinary expertise of all users, the organization and analysis of knowledge are undertaken consensually taking into consideration the input of all heritage professionals (i.e., scientists, conservators, architects, surveyors, technicians, archaeologists, curators, etc.) with very different angles in terms of professional vision (practice or science), environmental weather conditions issues, accessibility of materials or resources. This new way of production could allow evading the current “bias issues” concerning the traditional big data analysis while providing a representative vision of the global common knowledge, being also in a constant update. Additionally, considering the current accuracy of Wikipedia—Nature investigations found that Wikipedia is very close to Britannica in terms of the accuracy of its science entries[73]—this initiative could also provide significant levels of data quality, precision, and accuracy.

This new way of production based on peer cooperation and consensus-driven structures can also help to mitigate the other existing global heritage challenges. For example, it can contribute to reducing the current inequalities between developed and developing countries since the access to knowledge could be less restrictive reducing the UNESCO-called “information gap.” It can also improve the synergetic exchange of knowledge between science and practice promoting a real horizontal interdisciplinary interaction of all heritage professionals based on different geographical regions, socio-economic environments, and environments. Additionally, possible initiatives such as this open-source conservation encyclopedia can also help mitigate other global heritage challenges since it could contribute to creating a more participatory system to disseminate the current scientific knowledge (open-science). These initiatives could also assist global heritage practitioners with new tools to enhance their conservation activities while increasing the capabilities and skills of other unskilled practitioners, promoting better learning opportunities for all, reducing inequality, and improving global competitiveness in skilled jobs.

Besides the direct benefits to the conservation practice global community, the successful implementation of Peer-to-Peer digital professional networks in the form of open-source encyclopedia or a sharing-information network can also represent a universal benefit for economically and socially marginalized communities in developing countries, since it could allow local communities to better self-organize, self-train, and self-manage their cultural heritage; especially in areas with no Heritage Management Plan or with a serious lack of resources. This is contrary to the conventional working method within the conservation community, which has been largely criticized in the past for mostly benefiting the professional conservation community without considering its influence on local communities.[74–76]

This emerging socio-professional production ecosystem is completely aligned with the fundamental values and main goals of the UN Agenda2030 for Sustainable Development in terms of promoting democratization, open science, open-access learning opportunities, productive work, equitable quality interdisciplinary, assist with economic development, and also reducing inequalities within and among countries (Goals 4, 8, 10, and 17).

I believe that these emerging socio-technological networks can serve our cultural heritage conservation professional field as innovative strategies to transform the professional field. It could provide a better, wider, and more equal access to knowledge while assisting global scientists and practitioners with new tools (e.g., a conservation encyclopedia created by its own community that professionals can check during conservation edge while assisting global scientists and practitioners with new tools (e.g., a conservation encyclopedia created by its own community that professionals can check during conservation decision processes), which could truly revolutionize how heritage conservation professionals currently face heritage interventions; for the benefit of global conservation standards.
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